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I. INTRODUCTION

Skinheads have YouTube channels. Secessionists maintain Facebook pages. The Internet is a vast, largely unregulated universe where anyone can say anything at anytime and remain anonymous if he or she wishes. The Internet has expanded educational and communication opportunities in ways and to places never before imagined. It has exploded new economic frontiers, resulting in the facilitation of business and advertisement for millions. But the Internet can also be a very dangerous place, rife with hate speech, identity theft, fraud, sexual predators, and other illicit activities. The virtually unlimited audience for websites, the low cost of producing and publishing content, and the ability to remain anonymous as a speaker or listener all are factors that make the Internet an ideal place for those who hold radical beliefs to recruit others to aid in their causes.

In the wake of the attempted assassination of Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords in Tucson, Arizona, former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin was criticized for a map of the United States, posted online during the 2008 elections, with gunsights drawn over contested congressional districts, including Congresswoman Giffords’ district as well as her name. There is no evidence that Palin’s map, or her online exhortation to fellow conservatives not to “retreat,” but to “rel-
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oad,” at all influenced the Tucson gunman, Jared Lee Loughner. But the nationwide discussion of violent public rhetoric that occurred in the aftermath of the shooting cast a spotlight on the dangers of inciteful speech on the internet.

In April 2009, the Department of Homeland Security released a report warning of the rising danger of right-wing extremism in the United States. The report warned that the economic downturn, coupled with the election of the first African-American President, was creating a “fertile recruiting environment” for white supremacist and antigovernment groups. These groups “gain new recruits by playing on their fears.” The report stated that in the 1990s, similar groups and a similar political and economic climate “contributed to the growth in the number of domestic right-wing terrorist and extremist groups and an increase in violent acts,” including the 1995 bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal Building. The report points out that military veterans returning from war, who already “face significant challenges in reintegrating into their communities,” have “combat skills and experience” that make them attractive recruitment targets. The Department of Homeland Security “is concerned that right wing extremists will attempt to recruit and radicalize returning veterans in order to boost their violent capabilities,” which could lead to “the potential emergence of terrorist groups or lone wolf extremists capable of carrying out violent attacks.”

The Internet is the most powerful tool available to these groups by which they can recruit new members. The inability of current First Amendment jurisprudence to account for the type of communication performed on the Internet hampers the regulation of Internet speech. The federal government should be able to regulate speech on the Internet when that speech advocates criminal acts. Congress should enact a statutory scheme granting law enforcement greater
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power to head off violent acts like those anticipated by the DHS report.\textsuperscript{10}

There is no constitutional guarantee of unfettered access to the Internet for those who would use that medium to advocate unlawful acts or recruit supporters to join them in committing acts of violence. Freedom to speak is not the same as the right to a megaphone. If, however, the First Amendment is to have any meaning at all, then we must protect even that speech which is most offensive to us. We must preserve “freedom for the thought that we hate.”\textsuperscript{11}

This Comment will argue that Congress should expand 18 U.S.C. § 1717, which prohibits the dissemination of materials advocating for or urging insurrection or other violations of U.S. law through the mail, to also prohibit such communications via the Internet, and that such an expansion would not run afoul of First Amendment protections of free speech. Part II presents a case study of examples of secessionist speech taken from Texas in the summer and fall of 2009. Part III sets forth the current state of First Amendment jurisprudence as it pertains to subversive speech, particularly the Brandenburg Doctrine and the difficulties in applying Brandenburg in an Internet context. Part IV examines § 1717, which renders insurrectionist materials non-mailable and makes the case for a similar provision to regulate the Internet. Part IV also proposes new statutory language and analyzes the case examples from Part II under the proposed regulation. In implementing this type of regulation, Congress should, as always when regulating speech, draw the statute narrowly so as not to chill legitimate speech on the Internet. The balance that must be struck is delicate indeed.

\section{Case Study in Insurrectionist Speech on the Internet: Texas Secessionists}

“I may run for president of Texas.”\textsuperscript{12} Chuck Norris is toying with a run at the highest office in the land, and is not deterred in the least by the fact that the land, an independent Republic of Texas, does not

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{10} The DHS report cites possible “violent acts targeting government facilities, law enforcement officers, banks, and infrastructure sectors,” made more dangerous by “high volume purchasing and stockpiling of weapons,” as the types of acts anticipated. RIGHTWING EXTREMISM, supra note 4, at 2, 3.
\item \textsuperscript{11} United States v. Schwimmer, 279 US 644, 655 (1929).
\item \textsuperscript{12} Chuck Norris, \emph{I May Run for President of Texas}, WORLDNetDAILY.COM (March 9, 2009), http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=91103.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
currently exist. The *Delta Force*\textsuperscript{13} star and “Total Gym”\textsuperscript{14} pitchman thinks an independent Texas may be a reality soon, born of necessity, he argues, “if the state of the union continues to turn into the enemy of the state.”\textsuperscript{15} Citing the then two-month-old Obama Administration’s deficit spending policies, Norris suggested that secession may be the only solution for downtrodden states and that Texas was the most likely candidate to begin the exit parade.\textsuperscript{16} “Anyone who has been around Texas for any length of time knows exactly what we’d do if the going got rough in America.”\textsuperscript{17} According to Chuck Norris, when the going gets rough in America, Texas leaves.\textsuperscript{18} Norris is no “Lone Wolf McQuaid”\textsuperscript{19} on secession, however, as the Governor of Texas echoed Norris’s sentiments soon after.

The month after Norris threw his hat into the non-existent ring on Fox News’s Glenn Beck Show, Texas Governor Rick Perry told several thousand protestors that he too sees secession as a not-too-distant possibility.\textsuperscript{20} On Tax Day, April 15, 2009, Governor Perry addressed several so-called “Tea Party” protests, comprised of crowds of Republicans, conservatives, and libertarians bearing “Don’t Tread on Me” flags and signs with anti-Socialism, anti-Communism, and anti-Obama slogans.\textsuperscript{21} Perry faced the crowds, who held signs that read, “Liar in Chief” and “I’ll Keep My Guns and Money, You Keep the Change,” and told them that he did not consider them to be “right-wing extremists.”\textsuperscript{22} But he confided, “if you are, I’m with you.”\textsuperscript{23} Some among the throng shouted, “Secede!”\textsuperscript{24} In Austin, Perry told the tea partiers that the federal government is “rampaging through the halls of Congress” and that Washington needs to “re-read the
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Constitution.’’ The alternative for Texas, he said, might just be to leave.

After the speech in Austin, Perry was asked if he agreed with those in the crowd who advocated secession from the Union. He answered, “There’s absolutely no reason to dissolve it. But if Washington continues to thumb their nose at the American people, you know, who knows what might come out of that.”

Perry’s stance on secession is problematic for two reasons. First, Texas secession under current circumstances is entirely impracticable for financial reasons. That fact robs the Governor’s rhetoric of any
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26 Levinthal, supra note 20.
27 See id.
28 Id. Perry waffled on this point in a Fox News interview on May 14, telling Neil Cavuto that he never said that Texas should secede. Ryan Powers, Perry Again Refuses to Reject Secession, THINK PROGRESS (May 14, 2009, 8:37 PM), http://thinkprogress.org/2009/05/14/perry-secession/. According to Perry, what he really meant was, “We live in a great country . . . and I saw no reason at all for us to be even talking about seceding, but if Washington continues to force these programs on the states, if Washington continues to disregard the Tenth Amendment, who knows what happens.” Id. This equivocation was followed three days later by an editorial that backpedalled even harder:

I can’t say I was surprised that critics worked so hard to recast my defense of federalism and fiscal discipline into advocacy for secession from the Union. Of course, I have never advocated for secession and never will. Like the President, members of Congress and every other state governor, I have sworn oaths to our nation and Constitution. My sincere pledge to uphold and defend the Constitution has fueled my concern and my statements about the recent unprecedented expansion of our federal government.


real threat. The second problem for Perry’s position is that secession is unconstitutional and therefore a violation of U.S. law. In the landmark case of *Texas v. White*, the Supreme Court ruled that when Texas and other southern states seceded to form the confederacy, their actions had absolutely no legal effect on the union under the Constitution. The Court held that by the Articles of Confederation, “the Union was solemnly declared to ‘be perpetual.’ . . . [T]he Constitution was ordained ‘to form a more perfect Union.’ It is difficult to convey the idea of indissoluble unity more clearly than by these words. What can be indissoluble if a perpetual Union, made more perfect, is not?” The union between Texas and the other states was no less indissoluble than that of the original thirteen states that ratified the Constitution. It was an interpretation of the Union shared by President Abraham Lincoln, who said of the secessionists, “In their view, the Union, as a family relation, would not be anything like a regular marriage at all, but only as a sort of free love arrangement to be maintained on what that sect calls passionate attraction.” Modern scholars concur, and the consensus is that no constitutional basis for a legal secession exists.

In viewing Governor Perry’s statements in this light, one can reasonably describe his actions as advocating for an act against the laws of the United States. But Governor Perry’s words were mild and weak nearly triple the per capita federal tax burden in effect in 2007. This fiscal reality makes it impracticable to secede and still maintain anywhere near the current level of government services and programming and moreover defeats the purpose of seceding to avoid what are perceived to be onerous federal income taxes.


31 *Id.* at 724–26 (“The position . . . that the legislature of Texas, while the State was owner of the bonds, could limit their negotiability by an act of legislation, of which all subsequent purchasers were charged with notice although the bonds on their face were payable to bearer, must be regarded as overruled.”).

32 *Id.* at 724–25.

33 *Id.* at 726.

34 WILLIAM LEE MILLER, LINCOLN’S VIRTUES: AN ETHICAL BIOGRAPHY 451 (2002).

35 See, e.g., AKHL Reed Amar, America’s Constitution: A Biography 242 (2006). Citing Article III of the U.S. Constitution, Amar asserts, “In the event a state made war on the United States, those who fought for the state would be, in a scarlet word, traitors: ‘Treason against the United States, shall consist . . . in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them aid and comfort.’ *Id.* Amar also points to a rejected provision proposed by Anti-Federalist Martin Luther at the Constitutional Convention which would have excluded from the Article III definition of “Treason” any citizen who acted against the United States in a “Civil War” between a state and the “General” government. *Id.* Despite Luther’s warnings that “the treason clause as finally worded made no exception for unilateral state secession or civil war,” the American people ratified the Constitution with the treason clause intact. *Id.*
when compared to some other secessionists in Texas. In August 2009, a group calling itself the “Texas Nationalist Movement” held a rally in Austin to deliver a petition demanding “Sovereignty or Secession.” Asserting that the Declaration of Independence gives them the right to “alter or abolish” the government if, “after a long train of abuses” it has failed to protect the people’s rights, the “Movement” invited Governor Perry to join them in Austin, but he declined. The event’s organizers claim to have gathered over one million signatures on the petition, a number called into question by the group’s reticence in actually making the petition public as well as the meager turnout of less than 200 for the August 2009 gathering. The speakers were not deterred by the lack of public interest, however, railing to the secessionist faithful with fervor.

A. Daniel Miller

The leader of the Texas Nationalist Movement (“TNM”) is Daniel Miller, the former president of the Republic of Texas (“RoT”), which is a group that believes Texas was never legally annexed and, therefore, has always been an independent nation. According to the Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism, RoT teaches its members a complex set of bank fraud, document fraud, and “paper terrorism” techniques, which RoT justifies through “elaborate conspiracy theories” and the belief that the United States has no legal au-
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36 See Ian Millhiser, Texas ‘Tenthers’ Plan Pro-Secession Rally Tomorrow, THINK PROGRESS (Aug. 28, 2009, 8:30 PM), http://thinkprogress.org/2009/08/28/texas-tenthers-rally/. The petition demands “the abolishment of all legislation which infringes in the least upon the rights of the people.” Sovereignty or Secession Declaration and Petition, WE THE PEOPLE, http://www.drawaline.org/Sovereignty_or_Secession_Petition.htm (last visited Mar. 29, 2011). It is difficult to conceive of any law that does not in some way limit the absolute liberty of someone. The petition also demands “that the United States of America should restore the Republic of Texas to its original boundaries of 1844.” Id. For that demand to be met, the new Republic of Texas would have to annex parts of present-day Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Wyoming. See Map of Texas and Countries Adjacent, 1844, DAVID RUMSEY MAP COLLECTION http://www.davidrumsey.com/maps2548.html (last visited April 18, 2011).


38 See Wilder, supra note 37.
thority over an independent Texas. In 1997, an RoT leader kid-
napped two people, declared them “prisoners of war” for twelve
hours, sought a prisoner exchange for the release of two RoT mem-
bers, and conducted a weeklong armed standoff with police. In
1998, two RoT members were convicted of plotting to assassinate vari-
ous government officials, including President Bill Clinton, intending
to build “a cigarette lighter that would shoot cactus thorns dipped in
biological agents such as anthrax, rabies, botulism, and AIDS.” As
president of RoT, Miller advocated some cooperation with the U.S.
government, saying that “[t]he American people are our broth-
ers . . . We extend a helping hand.” The cooperation Miller offered
was to organize border patrols to “collect and forcibly deport Mex-
ican immigrants illegally crossing the border,” in direct contravention
of INS instructions.

Now president of TNM, Miller addressed the small crowd at the
Austin rally, calling on the state legislature to choose either “sove-
ignity or secession,” and stating that, “if [the state legislators] do not
pick up that banner and carry it high, then we will.” To illustrate his
point, Miller leapt into the crowd to hoist a flag with the image of an
M-16 assault rifle under the slogan “Come and Take It,” one of the
“Tea Party” fringe’s favorite symbols. The blazon of “Come and
Take It” over an image of a cannon adorned the battle flag that the
actual Republic of Texas flew in the war against Santa Anna’s army. The
modern update is one of many items sold online as part of the secessionist movement.
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41 Id. It should be noted that, among other flaws in this plot, AIDS is a syndrome, and not a tangible substance into which cactus needles could be dipped.
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44 Id., supra note 37.
45 See id.
46 See Texas Gonzales Flag, TEXAS FLAG MAN, http://www.texasflagman.com/catalog/product_info.php?cPath=2&products_id=65 (last visited Mar. 31, 2011). The products at this site are sold by the group “TexasSecede.org,” whose website links through to Miller’s TNM website. Among the offerings of the “Flag Man” are the Texas State Flag, the Alamo Flag from 1824, the Gadsen “Don’t Tread on Me!” Flag, and the Confederate Battle Flag. The “Flag Man” does not carry the American Flag.
Another point of historical affection for Miller and many secessionists is the Confederacy. Miller painted a nostalgic image of the Civil War at the Austin rally, indicating the statute of Lady Liberty atop the Capitol. “When they raised her to the top of this Capitol they wanted to face her south so she would forever have her back turned to that nation to the north that knew not liberty,” he told the almost entirely white crowd. The TNM website refers to the Civil War as the legally-unjustified slaughter of 630,000 Americans perpetrated by a “mythical humanitarian,” Abraham Lincoln, and is critical of the Emancipation Proclamation. Another telling signal of the secessionists’ racial politics appeared on many of their signs at the protests in Austin: the image of President Barack Obama with his face digitally altered to appear as the Joker from Batman. This image became a favorite of the secessionists, tea-party groups, and other extreme right-wing factions in the summer of 2009. In looking at the image, one is immediately struck by the notion that it took the first black President and put him in white face; and in clown makeup to boot.

Miller expands on his views at much greater length on the TNM website, where he writes blog entries, recruits members, collects donations, and announces upcoming events. Miller circulates a petition demanding a popular referendum on secession. Several of the posts refer to a potential military response to a decision by Texas to secede. One Miller post cites a poll stating that “42% of members of the armed forces . . . agree secession is a right,” and states that this number “raises some interesting questions about what would happen to a U.S. soldier from Texas in the unlikely creation of a Lone Star Republic.” Miller argues that the polling “speaks to the question that we often get regarding a military response from the Federal Gov-
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ernment when Texas secedes.54 Seemingly, Miller is suggesting that 42% of U.S. troops would likely fight against the U.S. military if a forcible response were invoked against Texas secession.55

B. Debra Medina

The TNM website also endorsed the gubernatorial candidacy of another speaker at the August rally, Debra Medina.56 Medina is a “Ron Paul Republican” and was a candidate to replace Perry as Governor in 2010.57 The Texas Nationalist Movement supports Medina’s candidacy because she is pro-secession and supports the invocation of “nullification.”58 As TNM sees it, nullification is a simple enforcement of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments, thereby allowing states to rescind or ignore any federal law that is not explicitly authorized in the Constitution.59 At TNM’s rally in Austin, Medina shared her outlook on secession with the crowd: “We are aware that stepping off into secession may in fact be a bloody war. We are aware that the tree of freedom is occasionally watered with the blood of tyrants and patriots.”60 This last line alludes to a Thomas Jefferson quote with an infamous history of being taken out of context and used by the anti-government right wing.61 Probably the most notorious use occurred when Timothy McVeigh wore the words on a t-shirt as he bombed the Oklahoma City Federal Building in 1995.62

54 Id.
55 See Part II.C infra and accompanying text regarding Larry Kilgore and Texas appropriation of federal military resources.
57 Wilder, supra note 37.
58 Mulloy, supra note 56.
59 See id.
60 Wilder, supra note 37.
61 See, e.g., Sean Hannity, Obama Plucking the Tree of Liberty Bare, Fox News (May 6, 2009) http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,519158,00.html.
62 ‘Turner Diaries’ Introduced in McVeigh Trial, CNN (Apr. 28, 1997), http://www.cnn.com/US/9704/28/oke/. The irony of Medina and other proponents of secession and state sovereignty using this Thomas Jefferson quote, a reaction to Shay’s Rebellion in Massachusetts, is readily seen when the quote is presented in context:

The people cannot be all, and always, well informed. The part which is wrong will be discontented, in proportion to the importance of the facts they misconceive. If they remain quiet under such misconceptions, it is lethargy, the forerunner of death to the public liberty. . . . And what country can preserve its liberties, if its rulers are not warned from time to time, that this people preserve the spirit of resistance?
C.  Larry Kilgore

Larry Kilgore hates the United States. An oft-rejected, though never deterred, candidate for Governor of Texas, Kilgore hates pretty much everything about the U.S. government. “We hate the United States!” he shouted when it was his turn to address the small crowd at the Texas capitol. “I hate that flag up there,’ Kilgore said pointing to the American flag flying over the Capitol. ‘I hate the United States government. . . . They’re an evil, corrupt government.” Kilgore exhorted the crowd to turn this hatred into action: “They need to go. Sovereignty is not good enough. Secession is what we need!” Larry Kilgore wants Texas to leave the United States, and he wants anyone who disagrees with him to leave Texas. After the rally, “Kilgore was seen yelling at some health-care reform advocates to ‘Go back to the U.S. where you belong.”

Kilgore’s online outlets repeatedly advocate for secession and other illegal acts. His Facebook message for Veteran’s Day 2009 read, “Thank you Veterans. If a military coup becomes necessary to protect us from domestic enemies, do your duty.” He is a proponent of the

Let them take arms. The remedy is to set them right as to the facts, pardon and pacify them. What signify a few lives lost in a century or two? The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time, with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural manure.


Jefferson saw the unrest in Massachusetts as a sign of ignorance and misconception, and the remedy was for the “rulers” to set the malcontents right as to the facts. See id. “For Jefferson, this was a textbook example of how passions could cloud judgment, creating an atmosphere of panic and fear.” Brad Hart, Jefferson’s “Tree of Liberty” Quote in Context, AMERICAN CREATION (Aug. 18, 2009, 6:58 PM), http://americancreation.blogspot.com/2009/08/jeffersons-tree-of-liberty-quotemultih.html.

While it is true that Jefferson was wont to hyperbolize regarding the glorification of revolution, in this case he was saying only that the passionate overreactions of the masses should serve to remind the federal government that the liberty to dissent must be preserved. See JOSEPH J. ELLIS, AMERICAN SPHINX 99–103 (1996).
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death penalty for homosexuals.\footnote{See Matt Lum, Protesters Ultimately Want Death for Homosexuals, TEX. TRIANGLE, Mar. 2–8, 2001, available at http://www.glapn.org/sodomylaws/usa/texas/txnews64.htm ("Well, we know punishing homosexuals by death would be extremely hard in today’s society. . . . But we hope that we can help to drive it underground so in about twenty or thirty years, the punishment can fit the crime.").} He has posted links to videos of an interview on an Iranian state television network, wherein Daniel Miller and Thomas Naylor, a Vermont secessionist, describe what “freedom from American tyranny will be like.”\footnote{Larry Kilgore, http://www.facebook.com/pages/Larry-Kilgore-for-Gov-Texas-Secession/44066004175 (Oct. 14, 2009); The videos are available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIu5fk8Bejc and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMa12OU903k.} It is unknown how many readers Kilgore’s websites have attracted, but Kilgore did garner 226,000 votes for Texas Senator in the 2008 Republican primary.\footnote{See Karl-Thomas Musselman, Larry Kilgore Withdraws from Governor’s Race, Endorses Debra Medina, BURNT ORANGE REPORT (Dec. 15, 2009, 3:53 PM), http://www.burntorangereport.com/diary/9757/larry-kilgore-withdraws-from-governors-race-endorse-debra-madina.}

D. Clay Laird

Clay Laird did not speak at the August rally, but he did make an appearance in the capitol on April 15, 2009, for a hearing before Texas’s Senate Transportation and Homeland Security Committee.\footnote{See Richard Whittaker, Menacing Behavior Under the Dome, NEWSDESK, AUSTIN CHRONICLE (Apr. 15, 2009, 3:06 PM), available at http://www.austinchronicle.com/blogs/news/2009-04-15/767665/..} Laird was escorted from the committee chambers when he threatened to visit the homes of Senators who opposed an anti-"sanctuary city" measure.\footnote{Id.} He told legislators that if they did not support the bill, they would “hear from him.”\footnote{Id.} When asked where they could expect to hear from Laird, he responded, “At your homes.”\footnote{Id.} “[W]herever you live. . . . I mean I’m gonna be knocking on your door.”\footnote{Whittaker, supra note 72.} When Committee Chair John Carona cautioned Laird that his comment sounded like a threat, Laird assured Carona, “It’s not a threat, sir, it’s a promise written in blood. It might be yours, it might be mine.”\footnote{Id.}
Laird is a secession advocate in Texas and a frequent reader and poster on secession blogs and websites. On a Facebook page opposing federal gun control, Laird advocated for teaching children as young as six how to shoot, and followed with this appeal: “If you are a TRUE conservative [sic], move to Texas. We will need your help in the coming [sic] years.”

Why Texas may need armed conservatives might have something to do with Laird’s post on the TexasSecede.com blog. In response to a blog entry about the legality of secession, Laird commented, “One simple question for those that say we can’t secede: If some of us are willing to die to get Texas out of the USSA [sic], how many in the old 48 (am not including Alaska, my second home) are willing to die to keep us?”

Three days after that post, Laird expanded on the same comment on another website, saying that

If you want your children to live in a free Capitalist [country], then come/stay and join us. Those of you that want someone to take care of you, please leave before we drive you out. You only have a few years to make a decision. After that the fence on the South, West, North, East will be built to keep all [socialists] out.

He also stated, “Every real Texan knows they are required to have weapons and ammunition.” Laird further suggested that Texas contains and runs most of the military bases in the U.S. and that when soldiers return from overseas, presumably referring to Iraq and Afghanistan, they would assist in the secession effort.

Just a few weeks later, Laird threatened the Texas Senate committee members. Then a few days after that Laird posted a comment on another blog page identifying himself as the man who was es-

81 Id.
83 See Laird, supra note 80; see also supra note 9 and accompanying text regarding the DHS report’s concerns about recruitment of returning veterans.
corted out of the Senate hearing the previous week.\textsuperscript{84} He went on to say that he was planning to return to the capitol the following day to once again “comment” on a House Resolution, and gave the time, building address, and room number.\textsuperscript{85} His conclusion was chilling: “If you don’t hear from me after tomorrow, please check the Travis county jail. Clay Laird, CDT (Certified Domestic Terrorist).”\textsuperscript{86}

III. \textsc{First Amendment Doctrine Regarding Subversive Speech: The Brandenburg Doctrine}

Many of the extreme examples of inciteful speech in the above case study may substantially contribute to the possibilities of violence that the DHS report warned of.\textsuperscript{87} Regulating such speech would aid in achieving the legitimate state interest of preventing violence, but the interaction of the First Amendment and the Internet renders this kind of regulation a difficult proposition.

A. \textit{The Current State of the Law}

First Amendment doctrine, and in particular, the famous line of Supreme Court decisions addressing the restrictions placed on subversive speech, has been explored and explained thoroughly in legal scholarship.\textsuperscript{88} For the purposes of this Comment, two judicial tests that formed the foundation for the \textit{Brandenburg} doctrine are particularly relevant.

The first is Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes’s “clear and present danger” test.\textsuperscript{89} In \textit{Schenck v. United States}, Justice Holmes wrote that the government could place restraints on speech if the “words are used in such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that they will bring about substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent.”\textsuperscript{90} “Falsely shouting fire in a theater and causing a panic” would not be protected speech accord-

\textsuperscript{85} Id.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} See supra note 4.
\textsuperscript{88} See, e.g., \textsc{Anthony Lewis, Freedom for the Thought We Hate} (2007); \textsc{Thomas Healy, Brandenburg in a Time of Terror, 84 Notre Dame L. Rev. 655} (2009); \textsc{Chris Montgomery, Can Brandenburg v. Ohio Survive the Internet and the Age of Terrorism?, 70 Ohio St. L.J. 141} (2009); \textsc{David M. Rabban, The Emergence of Modern First Amendment Doctrine, 50 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1207} (1983).
\textsuperscript{89} See Schneck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 52.
Justice Holmes refined the test in his dissent from *Abrams v. United States*, emphasizing the requirement that a danger be imminent to allow restriction of speech. The United States could “punish speech that produces and is intended to produce a clear and imminent danger that it will bring about forthwith certain substantive evils.” Justice Holmes crafted this statement of the test in a dissent in which he would have overturned the conviction of the defendant for an act Holmes described as “the surreptitious publishing of a silly leaflet by an unknown man” because it presented no immediate danger.

In his powerful dissent, Justice Holmes called for greater protections for speech than he had in the past. He said the “ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade in ideas,” and “that the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market.” Of our Constitution, he said, “It is an experiment, as all life is an experiment,” so we should “be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the expression of opinions that we loathe and believe to be fraught with death.” Such checks should only be imposed where an imminent danger poses a threat to the law, and therefore the nation, itself. As one author aptly put it, “Holmes was the closest we have had to a poet judge.”

Eight years later in *Whitney v. California*, Justice Holmes joined another eloquent opinion urging strong protection of the freedom of speech. Justice Louis Brandeis penned a concurrence “that many regard as the greatest judicial statement of the case for freedom of speech.” Brandeis argued that

those who won our independence . . . believed that freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are means indispensable to the discovery and spread of political truth; that without free speech and assembly discussion would be futile; that with them, discussion affords ordinarily adequate protection against the dis-
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semination of noxious doctrine; that the greatest menace to freedom is an inert people; that public discussion is a political duty; and that this should be a fundamental principle of the American government. . . . Fear of serious injury cannot alone justify suppression of free speech and assembly. Men feared witches and burnt women. . . . To justify suppression of free speech there must be reasonable ground to fear that serious evil will result if free speech is practiced. There must be reasonable ground to believe that the danger apprehended is imminent. There must be reasonable ground to believe that the evil to be prevented is a serious one.

Two years later, evoking his own notion of protecting “expressions of opinions we loathe” expressed in Abrams, Justice Holmes dissented in United States v. Schwimmer. Justice Holmes disagreed with the defendant’s pacifist views, he wrote, but he defended her right to express those views. “If there is any principle of the Constitution that more imperatively calls for attachment than any other it is the principle of free thought—not free thought for those who agree with us but freedom for the thought that we hate.”

Justices Holmes and Brandeis both advocated for strict protections of speech that should be overcome only where the speech creates a clear and imminent danger of some grave harm to our law and nation. That it might have been important to Holmes’s position in Abrams that the leaflet was published by an “unknown man” foreshadowed the contribution of Judge Learned Hand to this area of First Amendment jurisprudence. In Dennis v. United States, Judge Hand endorsed “clear and present danger” as a valid “shorthand statement” of the general type of speech that the First Amendment does not protect, but found that the term did not in itself fully define the analysis. In a variation on the famous Hand Calculus, Judge Hand devised a formula for judges to use in determining whether the repression of a particular utterance would be justified. “In each case they must ask whether the gravity of the ‘evil,’ discounted by its improbability, justifies such invasion of free speech as is necessary to
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avoid the danger." Chief Justice Fred Vinson adopted this sliding scale approach to “clear and present danger” when the Supreme Court affirmed Judge Hand’s decision. The Chief Justice asserted that “[o]bviously, the words cannot mean that before the Government may act, it must wait until the putsch is about to be executed, the plans have been laid and the signal is awaited.” The result of Judge Hand’s new approach was “a significant watering down of the doctrine as interpreted by Justices Holmes and Brandeis—gone were the requirements of imminence and intent—and it placed near-absolute importance on the perceived threat . . . by the judge and jury.”

Under Judge Hand’s formula, even the minutest likelihood of the intended evil ever actually coming about could be enough to justify restraint on speech if the gravity of the harm was weighty enough.

The Supreme Court articulated the current constitutional standard applicable to speech advocating for the commission of unlawful acts in Brandenburg v. Ohio in 1969. In implementing a very protective reading of the First Amendment, the Supreme Court held that the “constitutional guarantees of free speech and free press do not permit a State to forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action.” Under Brandenburg, subversive speech is protected from governmental restraint unless it is both (1) intentionally directed at inciting immediate and unlawful action, and (2) likely to actually produce such action.

The Brandenburg Doctrine combined the imminence requirement from Justices Holmes and Brandeis with the element of likelihood from Judge Hand and Justice Vinson. In general, it reinforced the notion that the “the mere abstract teaching . . . of the moral propriety or even moral necessity for a resort to force and violence, is not the same as preparing a group for violent action and steeling it to such action.” The Court went on to state that a “statute which fails to draw this distinction impermissibly intrudes upon the freedoms
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guaranteed by the First and Fourteenth Amendments. It sweeps within its condemnation speech which our Constitution has immunized from governmental control. Conversely, a statute that does carefully draw the distinction between advocating for the use of force or violence in the abstract and speech intended to incite some person or persons to immediately use force or violence does not intrude upon the freedom of speech.

One further court decision since Brandenburg is worth noting here. In Rice v. Paladin Enterprises, Inc., the Fourth Circuit examined the First Amendment claim of the publisher of a book called Hit Man: A Technical Manual for Independent Contractors. The case against the publisher was a wrongful death suit brought by survivors of murder victims whose killers applied the very specific and very graphic techniques taught in the book. The publisher stipulated that the book was published with the full knowledge and intent that the information it contained would be used by readers to commit murders-for-hire. The Court, stating that this type of speech was not the “mere advocacy” of an unlawful act, held that the government does not need to satisfy the imminency requirement to proscribe speech under those circumstances.

In reaching this holding, the court found that “Brandenburg’s imminency requirement . . . did not apply because it is only pertinent ‘where, as in Brandenburg itself, the government attempts to restrict advocacy, as such.’” The court also found that freedom of speech “would not relieve from liability those who would . . . intentionally assist and encourage crime and then shamelessly seek refuge in the sanctuary of the First Amendment.” The court stated that “just because a message may be disseminated to a wide audience does not automatically provide First Amendment protection.” Ultimately, the court found that the book constituted speech that was “the antithesis of speech protected under Brandenburg.
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If speech urges violence with the intent to provoke the reader to act, then under the reasoning of *Rice*, the imminence requirement would not apply because the speech is not “advocacy as such.” This allows for regulation of inciteful speech even without imminence in the context of a book, as in *Rice*, or on the Internet.

B. The Difficulty of Applying Brandenburg to the Internet

Commentators have identified the imminency requirement of *Brandenburg* as creating a major impediment to policing truly dangerous speech on the Internet. “A website will never be able to fulfill the imminency requirement.” The crux of the problem lies in the nature of communication on the Internet. With the exception of web tools such as chatting or video conferencing, which are more akin to telephonic communication, most communication via the Internet rarely occurs in the contemporaneous manner contemplated by the *Brandenburg* Doctrine. Most commonly, a poster creates a page and publishes it to the web, but because Internet users must log on and find content, “it could be a day, a week, or a year before a user accesses the Web page.” Therefore, while any instantaneous communication, such as instant messages or video chats, can satisfy the imminence requirement, a traditional webpage is not instantaneous—it is speech that is set down to wait for an audience—and as such, it presents a circumstance in which a court cannot find imminence.

Likewise, the imminence requirement recognizes that, if there is enough time between the speech and the unlawful act it intends to incite, intervening speech from other sources may dissuade the audience from committing that act, and the original speech is therefore not dangerous enough to outweigh the protections of the First Amendment. The Internet’s design, however, is perfectly suited to allowing users to see, read, and hear only what they seek out, thus diminishing the possibility that any other viewpoints will be heard before a user takes action. In such circumstances, the lack of immi-
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nence does not seem to affect the level of danger that a viewer of inciteful messages will act upon them.

Brandenburg simply does not contemplate the Internet context. Some recommend “expanding the relatively strict temporal requirements of the doctrine’s imminence requirement.”

Regarding websites advocating for terrorist attacks on the United States, one commentator argues that in the current climate, indeed in all times of threat, there exists a “threshold of imminence” because of the circumstances, and thus all inciteful speech posted on the Internet should be considered to pose an “imminent” danger. One commentator suggests that courts should consider imminence from the point of view of the reader rather than the poster. Under this reading of the imminence test, “a court would inquire into whether the viewer, upon reading the message, is likely to be incited to initiate imminent, lawless action.” All of these scholars stress the importance of maintaining the protective intent of Brandenburg to avoid a chilling effect on legitimate speech while curbing the dangers of inciteful speech intended to provoke unlawful action. Rice differentiated between legitimate speech and speech that did not invoke protections under Brandenburg, and would leave the imminency requirement intact only as a protection of the former.

If the Rice approach is ignored and Brandenburg is strictly applied in all circumstances, dangerous speech on the Internet cannot be regulated without violating the First Amendment. But a statutory solution that applies the reasoning from Rice to avoid burdening First Amendment rights could remedy this difficulty. Such regulation is not without precedent. There exists another mode of communication that is not contemporaneous, but over which Congress has regulatory power, and from which insurrectionist speech materials may be excluded: the Postal Service.
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IV. APPLYING THE NONMAILABILITY PROVISION OF THE ESPIONAGE ACT TO THE INTERNET

A. Section 1717

In the United States, mailing any material advocating or urging treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance to any law of the United States is a federal crime. These kinds of materials were declared nonmailable by the predecessor to 18 U.S.C. § 1717, originally passed as part of the Espionage Act of 1917. In the run-up to World War I, the Department of Justice was concerned that traditional treason laws would not suffice in combating “political agitation . . . of a certain character directly affecting the safety of the state.” The debates surrounding the adoption of the Act reveal much about Congress’s concern with balancing First Amendment freedom of speech against the very real danger that some kinds of speech might pose under the circumstances.

Regulation of the mail is subject to First Amendment analysis in the courts, though this was not always the case. The Supreme Court had originally adopted the “Privilege Doctrine” in dealing with claims that a postal regulation unconstitutionally restricted First Amendment rights. Beginning in Ex Parte Jackson, the Court held that “[t]he power possessed by Congress embraces the regulation of the entire postal system of the country. The right to designate what shall be carried necessarily involves the right to determine what shall be excluded.” The Privilege Doctrine came under a slow-grinding attack, and is no longer considered good law. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, writing in a 1921 dissent, said, “The United States may give up the Post office when it sees fit; but while it carries it on the use of the mails is almost as much a part of free speech as the right to use our tongues . . . .” In 1957, Justice John Marshall Harlan, concurring in part and dissenting in part in Roth v. United States, remarked that “[t]he hoary dogma of [Jackson], that the use of the mails is a
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privilege on which the Government may impose such conditions as it chooses, has long since evaporated.”

Then in 1965, Justice William O. Douglas quoted Justice Holmes’s dissent in Burleson in the majority opinion in Lamont v. Postmaster General, and brought the use of the mail to disseminate one’s opinions under the protection of the First Amendment. Therefore, the modern holding is that prohibitions contained in postal regulatory statutes “must be construed in the light of the First Amendment rather than in the light of any regulatory power granted to the Postal Service.”

Even before the modern First Amendment analysis of mail regulation, Congress was concerned with restrictions on free speech imposed by restrictions on what could be mailed. The modern § 1717(a) bars “every letter writing, circular, postal card, picture, print, engraving, photograph, newspaper, pamphlet, book, or other publication, matter or thing” that violates several enumerated sections or “which contains any matter advocating or urging treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance to any law of the United States” from the mails. Such material is deemed entirely “nonmailable,” and the statute prohibits carriers and post offices from conveying it. Subsection (b) of § 1717 makes it a crime to use or “attempt to use the mails or Postal Service for the transmission of any matter declared by this section to be nonmailable,” and prescribes as punishment fines or up to ten years imprisonment, or both.

The Postal Service is given discretion as to the handling of nonmailable materials under 39 U.S.C. § 3001. Any materials barred from the mail by § 1717, but which nonetheless reach the office of delivery, “shall be disposed of as the Postal Service shall direct.” This includes the power to destroy illegally mailed items, a power which has been upheld despite a First Amendment challenge.

The nonmailability provision of the Espionage Act was intended as a restriction on a particular mode of dissemination of certain types of speech, but was not enacted without great consideration of the
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First Amendment.\textsuperscript{152} This provision was approved, while a censorship provision in the same bill was struck in conference committee.\textsuperscript{151} The censorship portion of the bill would have allowed the President to censor the press, which brought much criticism from Congress.\textsuperscript{154} The major distinction between the two—that which doomed the censorship provision while the nonmailability provision survived—was the issue of prior restraint.\textsuperscript{155} The censorship provision would have restricted speech by prohibiting publication (i.e., it would have constituted a “prior restraint”), whereas the nonmailability provision placed no restriction on publication, though it “could effectively prevent circulation.”\textsuperscript{156} This distinction is important, because the Supreme Court has held that “prior restraints on speech and publication are the most serious and least tolerable infringement on First Amendment Rights.”\textsuperscript{157} The Court has also held, however, that enjoining publication of material that is not “arguably protected speech,” is not an impermissible prior restraint where the regulation “is clear and sweeps no more broadly than necessary.”\textsuperscript{158}

Congress also voiced concern about possible abuse in the interpretation of the definition of “treason.” One representative cautioned, “A whole lot of people here and elsewhere seem to think that if a man does not agree with you he is a traitor and guilty of treasonable utterances.”\textsuperscript{159} As Professor David Rabban points out, however, “even vociferous opponents of the nonmailability provision conceded throughout the lengthy congressional debates that a variety of publications should not be circulated.”\textsuperscript{160}

The nonmailability provision was not without precedent at the time of its adoption. The Comstock Act, as amended in 1876, prohibited the transmission of “every obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, paper, writing, print, or other publication of an indecent character” through the mail.\textsuperscript{161} Therefore, the Post Office
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was already empowered to exclude certain matter from the mail, a power tested and upheld by the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{162} Viewed as an expansion of sorts of the Comstock restrictions, the nonmailability provision seemed far less onerous than the wholly new restriction on speech contained in the censorship provision.\textsuperscript{163}

The constitutionality of the nonmailability provision was upheld in \textit{Masses Publishing Co. v. Patten} in 1917.\textsuperscript{164} In \textit{Masses}, a magazine called “The Masses,” a self-styled revolutionary publication advocating radical, passive resistance to United States’ laws, was deemed unmailable by the Postmaster.\textsuperscript{165} The magazine’s publisher argued that the statute stifled freedom of the press in violation of the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{166} At the district court level, Judge Learned Hand had construed the Espionage Act as a whole quite narrowly, limiting its restrictions on speech to protect “anything less than urging resistance to the law.”\textsuperscript{167} The Second Circuit reversed, holding that incitement to a crime may be indirect. Addressing the nonmailability provision, the court found that the statute clearly “imposes no restraint prior to publication, and no restraint afterwards, except as it restricts circulation through the mails. Liberty of circulating may be essential to freedom of the press, but liberty of circulating through the mails is not, so long as its transportation in any other way as merchandise is not forbidden.”\textsuperscript{168}

\textbf{B. The Internet Is Like the Mail}

The history of the Internet’s creation justifies regulating the Internet in a similar manner to the mail. The Postal Service is a federal agency, intended to bring the country together through communication.\textsuperscript{169} The Internet is essentially a quasi-public entity, having been invented and funded solely by the federal government in its early
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years of existence. Therefore, the Internet exists now as an interwoven network of commercial and non-profit websites, which is actually the fulfillment of the original designers’ plans. Thus, the Internet is substantially similar to the Postal Service, and may be regulated in a similar fashion. Additionally, by its very nature, the Internet is interstate commerce and falls fully within the power of Congress to regulate under Article I, Section 8, Clause 3 of the Constitution.

The U.S. Postal Service is a “fundamental service” operated by the federal government, “authorized by the Constitution, created by Act of Congress, and supported by the people.” Congress intended that the Postal Service would “bind the Nation together through the personal, educational, literary, and business correspondence of the people.” The Postal Service is an agency of the U.S. government and, specifically, an “independent establishment of the executive branch.” The Internet is not currently operated by the government, but it was, and the motivation behind its creation was—similar to that of the Postal Service—to establish a cohesive communication system nationwide.

The Internet began as a system called ARPANET, created by the U.S. Department of Defense’s Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). During the Cold War, there arose a desire within the military for a communication system that the U.S.S.R. could not knock out with a single strike. For example, if a traditional telephone system is used, a caller is connected to the receiver through a single point, a switchboard. If the switchboard is disabled, the caller is cut off from the receiver. This is true of any linear communications system where information is passed from point to point in a series. The idea behind the Internet was to create a web of points, each connected to multiple other points instead of a linear series. That
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way, if any one point is removed from the system, the message can be rerouted through other points.\textsuperscript{183}

“The system evolved through an unusual (and sometimes uneasy) alliance between military and civilian interests.”\textsuperscript{184} The private communications industry would never have originally attempted to build the Internet because, for them, the risk outweighed the reward. Professionals in the private sector thought the technical approach taken by ARPA, a novel “packet switching” approach, was “crazy,” and predicted its failure.\textsuperscript{185} So the Department of Defense (“DOD”) took the initiative and granted contracts and funding to nonprofits and universities to make it work, in addition to the work ARPA did in-house.\textsuperscript{186}

Work done by Rand (formerly RAND), a nonprofit corporation “dedicated to research on military strategy and technology” and funded primarily by contracts from the Air Force and other governmental agencies, was pivotal.\textsuperscript{187} MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory was also involved, with the Lab receiving half of its funding from ARPA.\textsuperscript{188}

For the network to meet its full potential, the military needed it to grow exponentially. By design, ARPANET’s designers and users intended that “its techniques would be discussed in professional forums, taught in computer science departments, and implemented in commercial systems.”\textsuperscript{189}

The National Science Foundation took control of the Internet in the 1980s, and subsequently turned the net-
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During this time, several universities began building their own computer networks to aid research. George Strawn, currently the Chief Information Officer at NSF, was a computer scientist at the University of Iowa in the 1970s. He and colleagues at other universities saw the potential that computer networks had to offer as they began to use email and other innovations. At the same time, the development of micro computers meant that universities were moving away from large research computers in favor of many smaller computers dispersed around campus. This posed a problem for researchers who still needed access to faster, stronger computers and it opened an opportunity to expand fledging networks to more and more users.

NSF and the Birth of the Internet, Nat’l Science Found., http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/nsf-net/textonly/70s.jsp (last updated Mar. 23, 2009). Thus universities were ripe for participation in the new Internet once ARPANET went national.
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work over to private businesses in the 1990s. Once the framework was in place, the strategy was to allow the profit-driven private sector and educational institutions to drive further development. The current form of the Internet, as an almost organic nervous system of computer networks, is the fruit of the seeds planted by the federally funded Internet development programs.

In a very real sense, the Internet now functions as a marketplace involving the commerce of ideas and goods and services between parties located in different states and in different countries. The Constitution allows Congress to regulate commerce among the several states as well as with foreign nations. Courts have consistently found that transmission of information via the Internet is the equivalent of interstate commerce. Therefore, under the express grant of powers to Congress under the constitution, Congress can regulate the Internet.

The Constitution also grants Congress the power to establish post offices and post roads. Arguably, the power to establish an “Internet” could be implied from that grant of power, though such a thing did not exist at the founding. If the authors of the Constitution put enough priority on communication between citizens to make the creation of a post office an enumerated power of Congress, logically,
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if the technology was available at the time to create a medium capable of facilitating that communication in a more efficient manner, the authors would have chosen that medium instead of the mail. Therefore, even if the DOD did not create ARPANET, Congress could have created the Internet under the grant of postal power in Article I, Section 8. Likewise, if Congress can create post offices and post roads, then Congress impliedly can maintain those roads and offices, regulate their operation, and police the use of the mail for the security of the system. Extrapolating to the modern form of communication, Congress can regulate the Internet under the same grant of power.

D. Adjusting § 1717 to Address Internet Speech

Congress should implement a statutory approach to limiting Internet dissemination of inciteful materials on the basis of § 1717. Like § 1717, the statute should prohibit the posting of materials advocating or urging treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance to any law of the United States on the Internet. Also like § 1717, this statute would be constitutional. To avoid invoking Brandenburg's imminency requirement, and in the interest of preserving the precious freedom of speech, the regulation should be narrowly tailored so as not to sweep too broadly, carefully drawing the distinction between advocating for the use of force or violence in the abstract, and speech intended to incite an immediate use of force or violence.

1. Proposed Statutory Language

(a) It shall be unlawful to use the Internet to transmit material advocating or urging treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance to any law of the United States, where such material creates a substantial likelihood of an imminent threat of such actions upon viewing by the recipient of such material. Such material shall not be hosted by any Internet Service Provider.

(b) Whoever uses or attempts to use the Internet for the transmission of any matter declared by this section to be prohibited, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years or both.

196 Cf. McCulloch v. Md., 17 U.S. 316, 417 (U.S. 1819) (From the Constitutional grant of power in Art. 1, § 8, cl. 7 “to establish post offices and post roads” is inferred the power and duty to carry the mail and punish those who steal it.).
2. The Proposed Statute is Constitutional

*Masses* sets up two threshold questions for applying the First Amendment in this type of situation. First, is the regulation a restraint prior to publication? Second, is the regulation a post-publication restraint that does not merely burden circulation, but eliminates it altogether? This proposed statute satisfies both inquiries. For the same reasons that the nonmailability provision is not an unconstitutional burden on freedom of the press, the proposed regulation of inciteful speech on the Internet is likewise not unconstitutional.

Further, under the reasoning of *Rice*, the imminence consideration would apply only when inciteful speech is “mere advocacy” and not to the regulation of speech intended to provoke and aid in violent acts. Thus, the proposed regulation would not invoke *Brandenburg*, because it does not burden the freedom of speech. If speech creates a substantial likelihood of an imminent threat, it cannot be viewed as “mere advocacy” or an abstract idea.

Section 1717 is not a prior restraint on speech. Individuals are free to print or publish any speech they choose, but if the material falls under the nonmailable provision, it simply cannot be transported through the mail. Likewise, a statute prohibiting insurrectionist materials on the Internet would not be a prior restraint on speech. It would merely prohibit the use of a particular medium of communication to disseminate materials advocating for insurrection or other illegal acts. Just as § 1717 was merely an extension of the Comstock Act, this would, in essence, be an extension of § 1717 to cover a mode of communication not contemplated at the time of passage of the statute. Courts, in applying the prohibition, would need to be careful so as to avoid applying the statute in an overly broad manner such that it would have a chilling effect on legitimate speech.

In the proposed statutory language, imminence of the threat is not required. This accounts for the lack of instantaneous communication in most Internet transactions. The types of content that this language prohibits are very narrow, tracking the language in § 1717. Because the State has a strong interest in preventing the downfall of the nation, barring advocacy for treason, insurrection, and forcible resistance over the Internet should survive judicial scrutiny. In these ways, this new statute should satisfy the First Amendment generally and *Brandenburg* in particular.
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E. Arguments in Support of the New Statute

1. Failure to Proscribe the Dissemination of Insurrectionist Materials on the Internet Would Defeat the Purpose of Section 1717

Section 1717 is a valid restraint on the use of the postal service in furthering the compelling national interest in preserving the country and upholding the law. To allow circumvention of this interest by allowing the same materials banned from the mails to be disseminated on the Internet defeats the entire purpose of § 1717. If a newsletter, for example, could be precluded from the mail based on inciteful or insurrectionist materials that are considered a danger to the public welfare, why allow the same material to be posted on the Internet? The Internet provides a far greater audience than direct mailing ever could and at a mere fraction of the cost. The need for § 1717 has not diminished in the Internet age, but the reach of its protections is not great enough to fulfill its purpose.

2. The New Statute Will Make Censorship Less Likely

A statutory approach like this could also address the concerns of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) who have been pressured in recent years by the government to censor questionable material posted by their customers. Because the ISPs, as companies, do not fall under the same constitutional restraints as the government, when they remove content, no First Amendment right is infringed. The government has, according to some commentators, adopted the tactic of pressuring ISPs into a censorship by proxy role because officials do not have the direct authority to order the removal of content from the Internet. A statute such as the one proposed here would eliminate this practice, which is looked upon by experts with “a jaundiced eye.”

3. Application to the Secession Case Study

Governor Perry’s statements about the possibility of secession were vague and noncommittal. He seemed to indirectly address an abstract idea, which is exactly the kind of speech protected by Bran-
Were someone to post on the Internet what Governor Perry said in his Tea Party speeches, that content should be protected.

Daniel Miller, the president of TNM, runs a website on which he expressly calls for Texas to secede from the Union. He organizes supporters, disseminates a petition, and posts blog entries in favor of Texas secession. Miller’s suggestion that U.S. troops would fight against the U.S. in the event of a war of secession does not really rise to an effort to incite a violent response. Miller ultimately advocates for state legislative action to hold a popular referendum on the question of secession. He argues that if the people approve a measure declaring independence, secession is legal. These, again, are examples of advocacy for ideas, and are protected under *Brandenburg*. Even with a less stringent imminency component in the test, Miller’s message, while urging for a violation of U.S. law, does not call for violence, and is not likely to produce violence. It may even be that Miller’s website is the modern example of Holmes’s “surreptitious publishing of a silly leaflet by an unknown man.” Therefore, Miller’s speech should be protected by the First Amendment under an expanded § 1717.

Similarly, Debra Medina’s statements about a “bloody war” merely describe what she thinks might happen in her secessionist vision, and does not call for people to engage in violence or insurrection. Her arguments regarding nullification are not a call for individuals to disobey federal law, but rather an expression of the idea that states have some kind of power under the Constitution to supersede federal law. Medina’s speech would also be protected by the First Amendment under an expanded § 1717.

Larry Kilgore, by contrast, presents a close case. Kilgore openly advocates for an immediate secession from the United States, and his speech in Austin might be considered by reasonable people to have been inciteful. One specific posting by Kilgore to the Internet might fall under a new § 1717 for the Internet. His Veteran’s Day message was a blatant call for support in a military coup. This is an effort at direct incitement, and it is certainly an act of speech advocating for insurrection. The likelihood of it being followed is debatable, but the gravity of the potential harm is immense. With nearly a quarter of a million people voting for Kilgore in a race for national office,
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he can hardly be called “an unknown man.” It is no defense to say that secession itself is highly unlikely, because an armed attempt at secession by some disgruntled group or individual is far more likely than a successful attempt at secession. This is speech that is not protected by Brandenburg, and would be prohibited from the Internet under the proposed statute.

Finally, Clay Laird should not be permitted to post threats to the Internet. He advocates for violent secession, stating that he is willing to die to achieve it and that those who oppose it will die as well. The self-titled “Certified Domestic Terrorist” warned Texas residents that if they did not like the political point of view he was espousing, they should leave or be driven out, and suggested his manner of doing so would involve weapons and ammunition. He also stated that members of the military would assist in a war of secession upon return from deployment overseas. Laird’s statements clearly do not constitute the advocacy of ideas in the abstract, especially in light of Laird’s in-person threats at the Capitol. Posting such speech to the Internet should be restricted, and such speech is not protected under the First Amendment. If Laird printed these postings out and mailed them, he would be in violation of §1717 and subject to criminal penalty. He should not be allowed to skirt the obvious intent of Congress by instead posting them to the Internet, while at the same time reaching an even bigger potential audience.

V. CONCLUSION

The Internet is a powerful medium of communication, and like many tools intended to build, it can also be wielded to destroy. Websites promoting violence, hate, insurrection, treason, and other crimes are freely published under current law. This is a threat to both national security and personal safety. Terrorists and criminals utilize this powerful tool to recruit followers and incite action. The Internet was created by the U.S. government to improve national defense, not to aid violent criminals. A need for regulation of incendiary speech on the Internet exists, and §1717 provides a constitutional mode to achieve that regulation.

Free speech over the Internet should be protected, but not all speech falls under the protection of the First Amendment. The Brandenburg Doctrine is ill-suited to the context of Internet communications. Under a modified version of §1717, incendiary speech on
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the Internet could be prohibited without doing damage to the liberty of the majority of Internet users, who do not advocate or recruit for violent resistance to U.S. law.

The First Amendment guarantees the right to speak without prior restraint. It does not exonerate the speaker from all responsibility for the words he chooses. It also does not guarantee equal access to all available media to spread that speech. A State has a legitimate interest in preserving peace, upholding law, and protecting itself and its citizens from crime and violence. If an act of speech contributes to the likelihood of violence, indeed, when it is intended to do so, the State has the right to regulate that speech and if it is dangerous enough, to prohibit it altogether. This right of the State, however, must be exercised with the precision of a surgeon because it is, after all, an infringement on the absolute liberty of speech. Just as a surgeon must delicately cut away a cancerous matter without damaging the far greater mass of healthy tissue, so too must a restraint on speech only dampen or silence the very dangerous, cancerous speech without harming the very liberty that protects all others. But make no mistake: the cancer must be removed to preserve the entire body, or all will die together.